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WHAT CAN YOU STUDY HERE?
Our seven accredited faculties are offering a large variety of Bachelor and Master programs, taught in
Romanian. Erasmus students will receive materials/ course notes / tutorials in English. Also, Erasmus
students will have the opportunity to choose courses from any year they want, provided they belong to
that semester.

BACHELOR PROGRAMS
Faculty of Economics
*Accounting and Administration Informatics (3 years) * Economics and International Business (3
years) * Finances and Banks (3 years) * Management (3 years) * Service and Tourism Commerce
Economy (3 years)
Faculty of Exact and Engineering Sciences
*Automatics and Applied Informatics (4 years) * Informatics (3 years)* Physics (3 years) *
Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences
*Psychology (3 years)
Faculty of Journalism
*Journalism (3 years)
Faculty of Arts
* Performing Arts (Acting) (3 years) * Cinematography, Photography and Media (Movie and TV
Directing) (3 years)
Faculty of Social, Humanistic and Natural Sciences
*Political Sciences (3 years) * History (3 years) * Geography (3 years) * Letters and Foreign
Languages (3 years)
Faculty of Legal Sciences
*Law (4 years)
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MASTER PROGRAMS
Faculty of Economics
*Financial-Accounting Audit and Advice (2 years) * Leadership and Consultancy In Commercial
International Business (2 years) * Leadership and The Management of Human Resources (LMRU) (2
years)
Faculty of Exact and Engineering Sciences
*Technical and Technological Projects Management (2 years) * Physics of Materials and Applications
(2 years)
Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences
*Clinical Psychology and Psychological Counselling (2 years)
Faculty of Journalism
*Media Communication and Advertising (2 years)

Faculty of Arts
*Acting. Renewing Means of Artistic Expression (2 years)
Faculty of Social, Humanistic and Natural Sciences
*Geopolitics, History and International Relations (2 years) * Cultural Diplomacy (2 years) *
Environmental Management and Sustainable Development (2 years) * Intercultural Communications
and Professional Translations (2 years)
Faculty of Legal Sciences
*Business Criminal Law (2 years)

WHY SHOULD YOU STUDY HERE?
*Location, premises, technical equipment, local partnerships
Located in the heart of the city (Calea Calarasilor 169, Sector 3), the University’s modern building is
fully equipped for today’s challenges on the labor market and a wonderful place for scientific life. The
up-to-date didactic and high-tech research laboratories, the newsroom for the online school newspaper
Hyperflash (edited by the Faculty of Journalism), the Press Office, the HD and ultra HD TV studios and
the Radio Studios attract approximately 1000 students a year. Due to its own television channel – HYPTV
- where students can apply their knowledge, producing video materials to promote the most important
cultural and scientific university events, the University also works in partnership with the Cotroceni
Museum, the Village Museum, the Museum of Literature, the Museum of History, with cultural
institutes (the Romanian Cultural Institute – ICR, the Instituto Cervantes, the Italian Institute, the French
Institute, the Polish Institute), the Institute of Psychology, the National Military Circle, the Royal House
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of Romania, theaters (Masca, Metropolis, the Jewish State Theatre, Notara, etc), with multinational
companies, with the Bucharest Townhall, the Sector 3 Townhall, the AMPT (Administration of
Monuments and the Touristic Patrimony), the National Library, televisions, publishing houses, etc. While
the Conference Room, which allows for live broadcasting, online streaming, makes Hyperion University a
valuable host for national and international events. As of this autumn, students will enjoy a modern,
renovated hostel, situated in Vitan, Bulevardul Energeticienilor 9-11, Sector 3, Bucharest, connected to
public transport and close to the famous Bucharest Mall (the first mall in Romania) and to Auchan Vitan.
Since most of our students and Romanian young people in general speak English, you will have no
difficulty in making lots of friends here, and fully enjoy life in Bucharest.

*Learning outcomes
**Faculty of Economics
***Accounting and Administration Informatics
*identify the effective accounting documents as sources of accounting registry * classify enterprises as
accounting organization units * identify and describe patrimonial elements * group together patrimonial
elements in structures of assets and liabilities * Assess the patrimonial elements * Describe accounting
specific procedures * Identify accounting principles * Explain the structure of balance, of balance
equilibrium, of the types of balance changes * Acknowledge the economic means and sources * Identify
the elements of the account and describe the functioning rules of the accounts * Establish the
correspondence of accounts based on account analysis * Record economic-financial operations using
account analysis * Identify similarities and differences between balance and account * Use the accounts
plan
***Economics and International Business
•

•

•

in-depth knowledge of international market research methods * understand international
marketing strategies and policies * learn both the opportunities and the risks of international
business and the main economic theories
be able to negotiate, contract and conduct business internationally * be able to apply
international usage in business, to correlate similar knowledge acquired during faculty, to
prepare international business specific documents, to identify and use new information sources
necessary to solve new problems and the ability to apply acquired knowledge creatively, in
various professional situations
be able to coordinate and communicate efficiently with the members of a team in at least 2
foreign languages and to adapt oneself to team-work conditions

*** Finances and Banks
*the ability to apply the fundamental concepts, theories and methods of investigation from banking and
finance * develop the ability to synthesize and interpret financial specific information, solve basic
problems and assess possible conclusions * the ability to analyze specific problems independently and to
communicate and demonstrate the solutions chosen * the ability to assess complex accounting
problems and to communicate the results of your own assessment eloquently * take initiative when
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analyzing and solving financial and banking problems * use the computer for specific assignments in
Finances and Banking * process and manage financial and banking information * perform operations
specific to financial and banking institutions, to the stock exchanges and other financial institutions *
coordinate a team performing financial and banking control activities * be part, as a team, in designing
and carrying out financial and banking specific probgrams * the ability to use the statistical-mathematic
tools
*** Management
•

•

the knowledge, understanding and use of the concepts, theories, principles and fundamental
investigation and prospecting methods specific to economy * explain and interpret ideas,
processes, phenomena, states and tendencies specific to micro- and macroeconomic activities in
contexts specific to a knowledge-based society * gather, analyze and interpret qualitative and
quantitative data and information concerning a certain problem * analyze states and situations
and assume the responsibility of solving problems, of communicating and demonstrating the
results of your own activity * the ability to work independently or in a team to solve problems in
certain professional contexts * use modern software technology to prepare papers, to process
information and to access databases specific to the activity from various organizational
structures * professional verbal and written communication in at least one language of
international circulation
the knowledge, understanding and contextual use of the managerial concepts specific to
competitive economy * assess, interpret and explain the phenomena and tendencies noticed in
organization development through an integrating perspective * the efficient application of
managerial methods, tools and techniques to specific socio-economic realities and to the
behavioral type of the company in areas specific to sells, acquisition, the research and
development, manufacturing process coordination, human resources * use your knowledge and
abilities in the benefit of the organization to minimize risks and to capitalize on the advantages
of the competitive environment

***Service and Tourism Commerce Economy
*commerce, tourism and services information processing and preliminary analysis meant to ground
managerial decisions * knowledge of service activities specificities * the ability to use commerce,
tourism and services implementation methods and techniques efficiently * participate in the elaboration
of prefeasibility and feasibility studies of business investment in commerce, tourism and services and
efficient implementation plans, programs and procedures * the ability to understand, interpret and
capitalize on commerce, tourism and services circumstantial tendencies through concrete propositions *
the ability to communicate the results of your own evaluation demonstratively * the ability to
understand and defend the interests of the activity you represent when interacting with business
people, clients and other stakeholders directly or indirectly involved in business * activities related to
the organization of commerce, tourism and services fairs and exhibitions * the ability to deal with a
client in your capacity of travel agent: the interface between the agency and the client (offer
information, prepare primary documentation, touristic assistance, PC) * hotel management activities
(prepare primary documentation, clients contact, PC) * commercial agent activities (prepare primary
documentation, chief of department, warehouse coordination, executive economist in the supplies/ sale
departments in non-commercial enterprises, PC) * monitoring and management of products portofolio
in your capacity of group product manager in big commercial units
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**Faculty of Exact and Engineering Sciences

***Automatics and Applied Informatics
*programming in the most modern and in demand languages, for the development of software,
industrial and research applications * microcontroller systems coupled through Internet for distributed
commands * mechatronic systems benefiting from advanced software and hardware technologies *
multiprocessor systems * automated adjusted adaptive systems with microcontrollers * control
systems, automated systems, computer networks and software systems design, development, operation
and maintenance

***Informatics
*how to apply informatics in social life * identify the situations where the algorithmic information
processing is needed * solve a problem step by step * identify the type of data necessary to solve a
problem (input, output, temporary) * describe coherently a succession of operations through which
input and output data are obtained * analyze the statement of a problem: identify the input and output
data (specifying the type of data and the relationships among them) and establish the steps to solve the
problem * represent algorithms in pseudocode * comply with the structured programming principles in
the process of algorithm development * develop an algorithm to solve certain problems from the
subject curriculum * choose the most efficient algorithm to solve a problem * identify the studied
control structures in a program

***Physics
This faculty prepares you to work in a research institute.

**Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences
***Psychology
*understand and use basic notions of psychology * elaborate a research project * interpersonal
communication * elaborate certain projects relevant for today’s topic in the field * present such projects
during student circles, conferences, symposia * critical evaluation of problematic situations and possible
solutions in psychology * evaluate the individual, the group, the organization, psychologically *
psychological interventions

**Faculty of Journalism
***Journalism
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*learn and understand the main concepts of journalism * develop the capacity to produce a specific
material in accordance with the different types of media - newspapers, Radio, TV, online * understand
the impact of the journalistic message on the public * learn, understand and assume a professional
behaviour consistent with the requirements of the activities specific to media institutions * learn and
comply with the legislation and the ethical and deontological codes specific to the profession of
journalist * the ability to work in a team * the development and strengthening of communication skills *
ICT skills development - the capacity to use specific software designed for audio and video processing *
the ability to allocate time efficiently

**Faculty of Arts
*** Performing Arts (Acting)
•
•

•

•

The ability to master the basic vocabulary of acting, the knowledge and development of the
body-spirit expressive qualities – the actor’s “tool”, the mastery of the basic acting techniques
Master the fundamental theatrical language of acting from the essential branches of this
profession: purification, relaxation – concentration, energy, the stage action in the stage spacetime relationship, the phenomena of perception, memory and imagination, the relational field,
the fictitious sensation and emotion
Develop professional consciousness: deontological code, professional ethics and honor,
discipline, rigor, responsibility, respect for the theatrical act; cultivating the pleasure of playing
together.
Artistic awareness and responsibility, the responsibility of belonging to a guild/craft, the
awareness of the role theatre plays in a society

***Cinematography, Photography and Media (Movie and TV Directing)
*Use specific cinematographic language properly * Make capital out of the cinema and television
specific visual language * Be able to produce scenic images and to assemble them into a composition *
Apply strict, efficient, responsible work and punctuality strategies based on deontological principles,
norms and values * Identify roles and responsibilities in a plurispecialized team and apply efficient
relationship and work techniques within the team

**Faculty of Social, Humanistic and Natural Sciences

***Political Sciences
•

•

political analyst * public administration expert or consultant * political consultant in a political
or non-governmental organization * public organization secretary * political scientist * Chief of
Cabinet / Chief of Staff * researcher * publicist * editorialist * protocol manager * journalist *
expert reviewer
two scientific circles help develop students’ analysis and research skills: The Scientific Circle of
Political Analysis and Theory and the Scientific Circle “Politikron”. Scientific papers are published
in Politikron and in the Annals of Political Sciences.
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•

students practice their skills annually at the Romanian Parliament, at the district city halls, at the
Bucharest City Hall, at various NGOs and political parties.

***History
•
•

researcher * specialist in museography * archivist * archeologist * ethnologist
you will learn about the values of universal culture and civilization, about national and European
culture and you will develop your critical spirit.

***Geography
•
•
•
•

tourism * environment * meteorology * water management * urbanism *regional development
* rural development and others.
you will be invited to be part of the “Simion Mehedinti” students’ scientific circle in order to
develop your analytic and research skills and to organize your activity
you will also be able to solve Geography-related problems in accordance with European Union’s
provisions
the “Populaţie-Habitat-Mediu” (“Population-Habitat-Environment”) Scientific Research
Department will involve you in scientific research programs with practical application, one such
example being “Satul românesc” (The Romanian Village), started in 2012 and which benefits
from the activity of professors from other universities as well. You will then have the chance to
publish your paper the Analele Universitatii Hyperion, edited in English.

***Letters and Foreign Languages – Romanian Language and Literature – One Modern Language and
Literature (English, Japanese)
*research * understanding of the notion of communication in various languages * translation skills

**Faculty of Legal Sciences
***Law
*legal culture * the ability to interpret and apply legal norms in various social contexts * skills and
competences in the legal area, the assimilation and correct and coherent use of specific language * the
relationship between theoretical and practical competences and scientific research * comply with
certain professional and ethic standards
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Useful links:

For information regarding subjects taught, please visit our Online Course Catalogue
http://erasmus.hyperion.ro/hyperion-university/online-course-catalogue/
For information regarding incoming students, please visit
http://erasmus.hyperion.ro/mobilitati-studenti/incoming-students-necessary-documents/
For information regarding incoming teachers, please visit
http://erasmus.hyperion.ro/teacher-mobility/
For any question you might have:
Sorina Georgescu
Institutional Coordinator
sorinamaria21@gmail.com
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